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NORTHERN STAR MAKES
SIGNIFICANT PILBARA
COAL DISCOVERY
KEY POINTS


Northern Star has made a significant coal discovery just 60km from
Paraburdoo and 100km from its Paulsens Gold Mine



Initial Exploration Target of 340-615 million tonnes (the potential
quantity and grade of the occurrence is conceptual in nature; there
has been insufficient exploration to estimate a Mineral Resource and
it is uncertain if further exploration will result in the estimation of a
Mineral Resource)



ASX ANNOUNCEMENT
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Thick thermal coal intersections of up to 65m recorded in eight holes
along a 7km strike, four of which ended in coal



Australian Securities
Exchange Code: NST

Initial analysis shows the coal would be suitable for fuelling a major
base-load power station and may also be amenable for a coal-toliquids project which could supply diesel to the Pilbara



Northern Star to remain focussed on gold and plans to optimise the
coal assets via one of several options such as joint venture, in-specie
distribution of shares in a stand-alone ASX listed company or sale

Mr Chris Rowe
Non-Executive Chairman



Budget of $2 million approved for further drilling to establish a
maiden JORC resource

Mr Bill Beament
Managing Director

Northern Star Resources Limited (ASX: NST) is pleased to advise that it has made
a substantial thermal coal discovery in WA‟s Pilbara region.

Mr Peter O‟Connor
Non-Executive Director

The Kazput discovery, which is located midway between the Company‟s Paulsens
and Ashburton gold projects, was made during reconnaissance drilling targeting
palaeo-channels considered prospective for gold.
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Significant intersections of thermal coal were recorded in eight aircore drill holes,
four of which ended in the coal sequence. The single coal seam thickness varies
from 12m to 65m (see Figure 1) with further work required to define the working
sections within the seams.
The Kazput discovery is shallow, lying beneath soft overburden ranging from 32m
to 73m in thickness.
Initial drilling and analytical results suggest the coal will be of sufficient quantity and
quality to fuel a major base-load power station or a coal-to-liquids project.
Northern Star has engaged respected independent coal consultants Xenith
Consulting Pty Ltd in Brisbane, to conduct a preliminary analysis of the coal seams.
Xenith‟s initial analysis suggests it is a low-rank thermal coal with similar calorific
value (approx. 4,300 kcal/kg raw adb) to some of the thermal coal mined in
Indonesia and exported to India and China.
Ash levels range from approximately 11% up to 45%, and total moisture levels are
in the 24-28% range, which is a similar level to other low-rank thermal coal deposits
in Australia and Indonesia.
The exploration results to date have enabled Xenith to establish an Exploration
Target of 340–615 million tonnes1 (see Table 1).
By way of context, the coal-fired generators in WA‟s south-west, which provide
electricity to Perth and much of the State‟s southern regions, consume about 6 to 7
million tonnes of coal a year.
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The current market price for thermal coal with similar specifications and calorific value on the global seaborne
market is US$41 per tonne (Reference - Platts Balikpapan 4200 index).
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The bulk of the work undertaken so far has been based on tenements which are 100% owned by Northern Star.
However, there are early indications of the potential for the sequence to run onto tenements held by Fortescue
Metals Group. These tenements are subject to a joint venture agreement under which Northern Star can earn up to
60% of the non-iron ore rights (see ASX release dated 22 January 2013).

Figure 1 – Hole AEDRB0041 showing coal sequence

The discovery is well located with respect to infrastructure, lying within proposed rail corridors and close to the
sealed Nanutarra Road. It is also close to existing, under-construction and proposed iron ore operations (see Figure
2).

Figure 2 - Location Plan of Kazput Coal Discovery
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Northern Star has begun studying ways to optimise this discovery without changing its focus from gold. In the
interim, $2 million has been budgeted to undertake sufficient drilling to potentially establish a maiden JORC
resource estimate.
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A program of follow-up drilling has already commenced on a 1,000m by 500m pattern to underpin the data
requirements for a detailed geological model, and potential resource estimate. This is targeted for completion in the
March quarter of 2014.
Northern Star Managing Director Bill Beament said the discovery of a substantial coal deposit on the Company‟s
Pilbara tenements offered significant potential for Shareholders.
“Initial indications are that this is a potentially valuable find with the scope to emerge as a large-scale thermal coal
deposit,” Mr Beament said.
“Whilst being disciplined in our spending, we propose to establish a JORC resource estimate and undertake the
preliminary preparations for a corporate solution to potentially monetise our discovery.”
Cleansing Disclosure - Other Business Opportunities
In line with its previously stated strategy to grow the Company, Northern Star confirms that transactions have been
contemplated during 2013 but these did not proceed. Northern Star continues to actively explore opportunities as
they present, with a view to diversifying and expanding its portfolio of gold production and exploration
projects. There are currently opportunities under consideration by the Company, but these are sufficiently
embryonic and uncertain such that the Company can confirm that, at this time:
 the Company has no “excluded information” of the type referred to in sections 708A(7) and 708A(8) of the

Corporations Act, and

 the Company is not currently in an “Additional Period” as defined in the Company‟s Securities Trading Policy.”

Yours faithfully

BILL BEAMENT
Managing Director
Northern Star Resources Limited
For any media enquiries, please contact Paul Armstrong on 0421 619 084.
Competent Persons Statement
The information in this report relating to exploration results is based on information compiled by Mr Troy Turner who is a member of the Australasian Institute of
Mining and Metallurgy and is a full time employee of Xenith Consulting Pty Ltd. Mr Turner is a qualified geologist and has sufficient experience which is relevant to
the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which he is undertaking, to qualify as Competent Person as defined in the
2012 Edition of the “Australasian Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves.” Mr Turner consents to the inclusion in the
report of the matters based on the information, in the form and context in which it appears.

Forward Looking Statements
Northern Star Resources Limited has prepared this announcement based on information available to it. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made
as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information, opinions and conclusions contained in this announcement. To the maximum extent
permitted by law, none of Northern Star Resources Limited, its directors, employees or agents, advisers, nor any other person accepts any liability, including,
without limitation, any liability arising from fault or negligence on the part of any of them or any other person, for any loss arising from the use of this
announcement or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with it.
This announcement is not an offer, invitation, solicitation or other recommendation with respect to the subscription for, purchase or sale of any security, and
neither this announcement nor anything in it shall form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever. This announcement may contain forward looking
statements that are subject to risk factors associated with gold exploration, mining and production businesses. It is believed that the expectations reflected in these
statements are reasonable but they may be affected by a variety of variables and changes in underlying assumptions which could cause actual results or trends to
differ materially, including but not limited to price fluctuations, actual demand, currency fluctuations, drilling and production results, reserve estimations, loss of
market, industry competition, environmental risks, physical risks, legislative, fiscal and regulatory changes, economic and financial market conditions in various
countries and regions, political risks, project delay or advancement, approvals and cost estimates
Average Coal
Thickness

Relative
Density

Coal Area

Coal Mass

Raw Ash%

Total Sulphur%

Calorific Value

Moisture Holding
Capacity

Area Location

(m)
(Range)

(g/cc)
(Average)

(ha)

(Million Tonnes)
(Range)

(air dried)
(Range)

(air dried)
(Range)

(kcal/kg, air dried)
(Range)

(%)
(Range)

North
South and East

30 - 50
15 - 30

1.5
1.5

400
700

180
160

300
315

1,100

340

615

Total

10
40

59
60

2
2

11
11

3,000
1,800

5,000
4,000

19
19

26
26

Table 1 - Coal Exploration Target Summary
1

The potential quantity and grade of the occurrence is conceptual in nature; there has been insufficient exploration to
estimate a Mineral Resource and it is uncertain if further exploration will result in the estimation of a Mineral Resource.
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JORC CODE, 2012 EDITION – TABLE 2
This Appendix details sections 1 and 2 of the JORC Code 2012 Edition Table 1. Sections 3 „Estimation and Reporting of
Ore Resources‟, 4 „Estimation and Reporting of Ore Reserves‟ and 5 Estimation and Report of Diamonds and Other
Gemstones‟ have been excluded as they are not applicable to this deposit and estimation.
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SECTION 1 SAMPLING TECHNIQUES AND DATA
(Criteria listed in the preceding section also apply to this section.)
Criteria

JORC Code Explanation

CP Comments

Sampling
techniques





The samples were taken from the coal intervals collected from
Aircore (AC) drill cuttings (chips). The interval covered by each
sample varies between 1 metre and 4 metres. The sample mass
collected for testing varies between 0.2 kg and 2.3 kg.



Sample representivity cannot be confirmed by this sampling
technique (unless the entire sample was crushed and mixed to
produce a sample).



The coaly intervals are significant (up to over 60 m). Due to the
nature of the sampling technique, any stone bands within the coal
seam(s), are included in the samples, and as such accounted for in
the reported coal quality.



Nature and quality of sampling (eg cut channels, random chips, or
specific specialised industry standard measurement tools
appropriate to the minerals under investigation, such as down hole
gamma sondes, or handheld XRF instruments, etc). These
examples should not be taken as limiting the broad meaning of
sampling.
Include reference to measures taken to ensure sample
representivity and the appropriate calibration of any measurement
tools or systems used.



Aspects of the determination of mineralisation that are Material to
the Public Report.



In cases where „industry standard‟ work has been done this would
be relatively simple (eg „reverse circulation drilling was used to
obtain 1 m samples from which 3 kg was pulverised to produce a
30 g charge for fire assay‟). In other cases more explanation may
be required, such as where there is coarse gold that has inherent
sampling problems. Unusual commodities or mineralisation types
(eg submarine nodules) may warrant disclosure of detailed
information.



Coal Quality analyses indicate a moderate to high ash, high
moisture thermal coal similar to some Indonesian coals. Sulphur
content is high, with samples showing individual raw air dried (adb)
values between 1.6% and 14.7% total sulphur.



The findings to date warrant additional exploration to further define
the extent of the deposit, the spatial variability of the coal quality
and stratigraphy.

Drilling techniques



Drill type (eg core, reverse circulation, open-hole hammer, rotary
air blast, auger, Bangka, sonic, etc) and details (eg core diameter,
triple or standard tube, depth of diamond tails, face-sampling bit or
other type, whether core is oriented and if so, by what method,
etc).



All holes were drilled using Aircore (AC) using a 90mm diameter
drill bit.

Drill sample
recovery



Method of recording and assessing core and chip sample
recoveries and results assessed.





Measures taken to maximise sample recovery and ensure
representative nature of the samples.

Only part of each chip sample interval was collected for analysis.
As such there have been no direct measures taken to ensure that
the samples are representative.





Whether a relationship exists between sample recovery and grade
and whether sample bias may have occurred due to preferential
loss/gain of fine/coarse material.

Drill samples were collected by spear sampling of 1m sample
intervals and compositing these over 4m.



Whether core and chip samples have been geologically and
geotechnically logged to a level of detail to support appropriate
Mineral Resource estimation, mining studies and metallurgical
studies.



Chip samples have been logged geologically on 1m intervals to a
level of detail that such samples allow.



The holes have not been geophysically logged.



The chip samples have been photographed (as a whole, not
individually).



Of the 8 holes that intersected coal, 4 finished in coal. As such the
total coal thicknesses in these holes are not confirmed, and the
percentage logged unknown.



No sub sampling was done.



The samples have been analysed by Bureau Veritas Australia Pty
Ltd, 221 Leitchs Rd, Brendale QLD 4500 according to Australian
and international standards for coal testing.

Logging

Sub-sampling
techniques and
sample preparation

Quality of assay
data and laboratory
tests



Whether logging is qualitative or quantitative in nature. Core (or
costean, channel, etc) photography.



The total length and percentage of the relevant intersections
logged.



If core, whether cut or sawn and whether quarter, half or all core
taken.



If non-core, whether riffled, tube sampled, rotary split, etc and
whether sampled wet or dry.



For all sample types, the nature, quality and appropriateness of the
sample preparation technique.



Quality control procedures adopted for all sub-sampling stages to
maximise representivity of samples.



Measures taken to ensure that the sampling is representative of
the in situ material collected, including for instance results for field
duplicate/second-half sampling.



Whether sample sizes are appropriate to the grain size of the
material being sampled.



The nature, quality and appropriateness of the assaying and
laboratory procedures used and whether the technique is
considered partial or total.



For geophysical tools, spectrometers, handheld XRF instruments,
etc, the parameters used in determining the analysis including
instrument make and model, reading times, calibrations factors
applied and their derivation, etc.



Nature of quality control procedures adopted (eg standards,
blanks, duplicates, external laboratory checks) and whether
acceptable levels of accuracy (ie lack of bias) and precision have
been established.
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JORC Code Explanation

CP Comments

Verification of
sampling and
assaying



The verification of significant intersections by either independent or
alternative company personnel.





The use of twinned holes.

Xenith personnel conducted a visit to NSR head office in August
2013 where drill results were verified and selected drill cuttings
observed.



Documentation of primary data, data entry procedures, data
verification, data storage (physical and electronic) protocols.





Discuss any adjustment to assay data.



No twinned holes have been drilled, but closely spaced drill holes
have had similar coal intersections.
No adjustments to assay data have been made.



Accuracy and quality of surveys used to locate drill holes (collar
and down-hole surveys), trenches, mine workings and other
locations used in Mineral Resource estimation.



Drill Hole collars surveyed using differential GPS.





Grid system used is Map Grid of Australia (MGA), GDA94, zone
50.

Specification of the grid system used.





Quality and adequacy of topographic control.

The topographic data currently used is 1.5 arc-second resolution
ASTER satellite elevation data (32m grid size).



Data spacing for reporting of Exploration Results.





Whether the data spacing and distribution is sufficient to establish
the degree of geological and grade continuity appropriate for the
Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve estimation procedure(s) and
classifications applied.

The spacing of data points varies slightly, but 1000 m spaced N-S
oriented drill lines with holes nominally spaced at 500m with some
gaps.



Whether sample compositing has been applied.



Whether the orientation of sampling achieves unbiased sampling
of possible structures and the extent to which this is known,
considering the deposit type.



Not Applicable



If the relationship between the drilling orientation and the
orientation of key mineralised structures is considered to have
introduced a sampling bias, this should be assessed and reported
if material.

Sample security



The measures taken to ensure sample security.



Samples were bagged on site and transported directly to Perth and
then onto Brisbane as required.

Audits or reviews



The results of any audits or reviews of sampling techniques and
data.



No audits have been performed.

Mineral tenement
and land tenure
status



Type, reference name/number, location and ownership including
agreements or material issues with third parties such as joint
ventures, partnerships, overriding royalties, native title interests,
historical sites, wilderness or national park and environmental
settings.



Exploration Licenses:
o E08/1650 held by 100% Northern Star Resources Limited (NST),
status: live, expires 9/12/2017
o E47/2236 held by Fortescue Metals Group (FMG) Pilbara Pty
Ltd, status: live, expires 10/05/2015



The security of the tenure held at the time of reporting along with
any known impediments to obtaining a licence to operate in the
area.



A joint venture partnership between FMG and NST is in place for
exploration license E47/2236. NST holds the rights to 25% of noniron ore minerals, and is currently earning a total of 60% interest in
non-iron ore minerals for E47/2236.



A Native title claim has been lodged by the Puutu Kunti Kurrama &
Pinikura #2 Claimant Group (Claim WC 2005/004).



No known historical sites, wilderness, environmental settings within
the project area.
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Criteria

Location of data
points

Data spacing and
distribution

Orientation of data
in relation to
geological structure

Exploration done by
other parties



Acknowledgment and appraisal of exploration by other parties.



No historical data have contributed to the exploration target. One
historical hole had lignite recorded, but this has not been verified.

Geology



Deposit type, geological setting and style of mineralisation.



Coal deposit found in a Tertiary age paleochannel. Gold and other
minerals are also being explored for in the project area.

Drill hole
Information



A summary of all information material to the understanding of the
exploration results including a tabulation of the following
information for all Material drill holes:
o easting and northing of the drill hole collar
o elevation or RL (Reduced Level – elevation above sea level in
metres) of the drill hole collar
o dip and azimuth of the hole
o down hole length and interception depth
o hole length.



The project area consists of 155 drill holes, but only 24 of these are
believed to be within the coal bearing palaeo channel and drilled to
sufficient depth.



Drill hole locations and coal intersections are listed below in
Table 3.



Due to the approximate nature of the sampling the aspect of coal
quality is only indicative at this early stage of the project. No coal
quality model has been constructed.



The Exploration Target areas have been limited to the areas where
coal intersections have nominal raw ash content less than 50%.



The geometry of the deposit is not yet well understood. It was
initially believed to be determined by the width of the paleochannel.
The outline of the channel has been defined by drill holes. The
Exploration Target area is a representation of the known extents
based upon drilling.

Data aggregation
methods

Relationship
between
mineralisation
widths and
intercept lengths



If the exclusion of this information is justified on the basis that the
information is not Material and this exclusion does not detract from
the understanding of the report, the Competent Person should
clearly explain why this is the case.



In reporting Exploration Results, weighting averaging techniques,
maximum and/or minimum grade truncations (eg cutting of high
grades) and cut-off grades are usually Material and should be
stated.



Where aggregate intercepts incorporate short lengths of high
grade results and longer lengths of low grade results, the
procedure used for such aggregation should be stated and some
typical examples of such aggregations should be shown in detail.



The assumptions used for any reporting of metal equivalent values
should be clearly stated.



These relationships are particularly important in the reporting of
Exploration Results.



If the geometry of the mineralisation with respect to the drill hole
angle is known, its nature should be reported.



If it is not known and only the down hole lengths are reported,
there should be a clear statement to this effect (eg „down hole
length, true width not known‟).
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JORC Code Explanation

CP Comments

Diagrams



Appropriate maps and sections (with scales) and tabulations of
intercepts should be included for any significant discovery being
reported These should include, but not be limited to a plan view of
drill hole collar locations and appropriate sectional views.



To be completed.

Balanced reporting



Where comprehensive reporting of all Exploration Results is not
practicable, representative reporting of both low and high grades
and/or widths should be practiced to avoid misleading reporting of
Exploration Results.



Raw Ash (adb) values in the northern exploration target area
ranges between 11 – 59%, averaging 30%.



There is currently only one drill hole with coal quality analysis in the
southern exploration area. The results are showing a higher
average raw ash value than in the north. The upper 20 m and
bottom 15 m have an average raw ash of just above 40%. Between
these zones is a 20 m thick zone with an average of over 60% ash.
It is currently not known whether the high ash is a result of inherent
ash (stonier coal) or from inter-seam partings.



A 50% raw ash cut-off is generally applied in coal resource
estimation.



Sulphur is high. No Sulphur cut-off is applied in the exploration
target. There are currently 2 holes with sulphur analysis:
o AEDRB0109: Avg. 5.7% Sulphur (adb) (Max: 14.7%, Min: 1.6%)
o AEDRB0041: Avg. 2.5% Sulphur (adb) (Max: 2.9%, Min: 2.0%)



Forms of Sulphur analysed on two samples from each of the above
holes.
o AEDRB0109: On average, Organic Sulphur makes up
approximately 65%, while the Pyritic Sulphur portion is
approximately 30% of the total sulphur.
o AEDRB0041: On average, Organic Sulphur makes up
approximately 88%, while the Pyritic Sulphur portion is
approximately 10% of the total sulphur.
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Criteria

Other substantive
exploration data



Other exploration data, if meaningful and material, should be
reported including (but not limited to): geological observations;
geophysical survey results; geochemical survey results; bulk
samples – size and method of treatment; metallurgical test results;
bulk density, groundwater, geotechnical and rock characteristics;
potential deleterious or contaminating substances.



No other exploration data present.

Further work



The nature and scale of planned further work (eg tests for lateral
extensions or depth extensions or large-scale step-out drilling).





Diagrams clearly highlighting the areas of possible extensions,
including the main geological interpretations and future drilling
areas, provided this information is not commercially sensitive.

7 further RC holes are in the process of being drilled. These holes
will be drilled at a spacing of 500m and will be concentrated in the
north channel where the thickest coal intersections were initially
found. Subsequent to downhole geophysical logging, sampling
intervals will be defined, and coal chips from the RC drilling will be
sampled, and tested for proximate analysis, relative density,
sulphur, and calorific value. In addition 2-3 samples per hole will be
tested for Moisture Holding Capacity and Chlorine. These holes will
be geophysically logged using dual density, gamma ray, and sonic
tools.



Subsequent exploration drilling will include cored “twin” holes at
selected RC holes‟ locations. A good level of correlation between
the RC and cored holes‟ analysis results will potentially authenticate
the use of the RC data as Points of Observation for resource
estimation.

KAZPUT DRILL RESULTS – TABLE 3
SITEID

AEDRB0024
AEDRB0039
AEDRB0040
AEDRB0041
AEDRB0042
AEDRB0088
AEDRB0089
AEDRB0091
AEDRB0093
AEDRB0095
AEDRB0096
AEDRB0097
AEDRB0103
AEDRB0104
AEDRB0109
AEDRB0119
AEDRB0120
AEDRB0122
AEDRB0124
AEDRB0125
AEDRB0131
AEDRB0152
AEDRB0153
AEDRB0154

Easting

507994.176
508985.762
509016.233
511001.889
510991.597
510972
511990
510470
511992
513995.781
514011.044
514498.279
515009.844
514967.066
511509.595
513023.474
514511.042
517000.268
516503.047
515999.902
507071.787
510997.25
513001.624
514015.171

Northing

7459461.142
7459501.8
7459997.32
7459500.008
7459990.21
7456016
7456530
7459981
7459522
7458502.242
7459002.928
7458996.127
7457469.925
7457002.521
7459417.188
7456649.724
7457000.408
7457171.574
7457496.01
7457997.929
7459499.617
7455490.392
7455503.515
7456314.255

RL

Total Hole
Depth(m)

Coal From

Coal To

Coal
Thickness

Comment

295.219
298.037
304.148
303.029
302.309
311.92
313.917
314.753
314.533
321.984
303.087
307.225
313.649
323.033
319.987
318.082
294.552
305.027
312.387
312.457

40
57
99
126
102
76
66
60
131
82
68
93
63
77
122
61
43
102
54
51
31
40
138
37

46
55
73
40
35
60
46
79
-

105
120
131
52
72
122
93
138
-

59
65
58
12
37
62
47
59
-

ended in coal
ended in coal
includes 12m partings
ended in coal
ended in coal, high ash
-

*Only drill holes proximate to the interpreted paleochannel have been listed in the table.
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Figure 3 – Exploration Target Areas and Drillhole Locations

Figure 4 – Project Location Map
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